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Results: Tables

First points.

• Explicit verbal description of Results is required.  Tables do not 
explain themselves any more than Figures do.

•The clumsy incomprehensible table has a great tradition in 
science.  Try to avoid information overload.

• Conclusions based on statistics need to explicitly stated and it 
must be clear what data was used, the statistical tests that were 
used and the P values must be quoted.

• Try and keep tables as small as possible.  About 100 numbers 
should be the maximum.  It is better to have 2 or 3 smaller 
tables than one big one.
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This is a terrible table! (from one of my own papers, Kaewsrikhaw et 
al., 2015).  This is an example of information overload.  The latest 
craze is to mark significant differences by superscript! Does it help?
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In the Tables you are expected to: 
• Accurately present the Results,

• Tables do not explain themselves.  You must state what they show.  There 
is a current fashion for using complex coding using superscripts for 
indicating what data is significantly different to other data.  I find these very 
difficult to understand and encourages writers to not explain in the 
text what is different to what. Refer to the previous table.

• The more complex the Table the more likely you will make mistakes in 
them.  It is extremely difficult to find mistakes in Tables especially big 
ones.

• Instructions to Authors are often very detailed about information for 
Figures but instructions about Tables can lack explicit details.

• Journals often edit Tables considerably to make them fit into the journal 
format.  That means that if there are major mistakes made by the printer in 
your paper they are likely to be in the Tables.  You may not be able to find 
them in the Printer’s Proof.
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Some things you should not do in Results Tables 
• Try to Avoid information overload.

• Conference proceedings often have very strict space limits.  This 

encourages squeezing all your data into one or two big Tables.  When you 

rewrite a conference paper into a journal paper it is a good idea to divide up 

your tables.

• Remember that Tables do not explain themselves.  You must state explicitly 

what they show.  Avoid saying “The significant differences are shown by the 

subscripts in Table 1”.  No, that is not adequate.

• Do not put Results in the Tables that are not mentioned in the text.  Do not 

forget to talk about every single Table.

• Most journals now have Supplementary Information files.  Put esoteric 

information into the Supplementary Material.  Most Tables can go there.

• Read the Instructions to Authors very carefully about format of Tables.
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